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To: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB, Michelle Combs/ARRB, Irene Marr/ARRBcc: From: Manuel Legaspi/ARRB Date: 

10/01/96 05:59:06 PMSubject: 10/01/96 meeting with CIA (long memo follows)Preliminary notes from the 

10/01/96 meeting with Barry Harrleson of HRG are as follows:Attendees: Harrleson, CIA; Gunn, Combs, Marr, 

Legaspi, ARRB.Important note: HRG will be inactive the first week of November due to move. Main Topic: 

ARRB Requests to CIA for InformationCIA-1: This request is now "in ARRB's court." Michelle Combs may take 

over responsibility for following this request.CIA 3,4,and 5: No further action needed. CIA-6: HRG and DO are 

working on this request. Gunn has set an October 1996 compliance date.CIA-7: JMWAVE and Mexico City 

Station histories/retrospective studies: Harrleson will work on finding more information on the JMWAVE 

history, while Gunn and Harrleson need to work out an arrangement regarding the relevant portions of the 

MC station history. As far as the "other stations" are concerned, Gunn will be required to provide further 

information on this part of the request. The requests within CIA-7 will be handled by HRG/DO on a rolling basis 

(ie reported to ARRB as information is acquired by CIA).CIA-8: Records from the Intelligence Community Staff: 

CIA staff is working on this request and should have a response in approximately two weeks.CIA-9: 

Publications and Analytical Materials: ARRB Staff (Gunn) will see what we can acquire from the LBJ Library 

before re-contacting Harrleson.CIA-10: Interagency Source Register: CIA/DO has found this document and will 

produce it for ARRB staff in a couple of weeks.CIA-11: Sylvia Duran Materials: Harrleson will try other search 

methods on this matter. No deadline was set.CIA-12: JMWAVE personnel: HRG still needs to research this 

request. Information will be provided to ARRB on a rolling basis.Short-term/informal requests: Items 1&2 still 

need to be researched by HRG. Harrleson will assign a reviewer to take care of this. Item 3: HRG will provide 

this cable soon. Item 4: HRG still needs to research. Item 5: HRG will do some research to see what currently 

exists in the JFK collection. ARRB will then modify/adjust its request accordingly. Item 6: ARRB staff needs to 

review existing JFK files before making specific requests. Item 7: HRG will research. Item 8: ARRB staff 

(Legaspi, Barger) will check microfilm portion of JFK collection to see what currently exists in the file. END
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